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INTRODUCTION
The machine system described in this report was not designed to harvest olives, or any other crop. It
was designed and modified extensively as a research tool to develop information which would be useful
to someone who might design a harvest system. This device has done its job. It has not answered all of
the research questions, but a refined design is necessary to address the remaining questions, or perhaps
it is time to attempt to design a specific olive harvest system.
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HARVEST RESEARCH
Before reading the details of this report, I strongly recommend viewing the video produced by the Video
DVD Lab of work at the Nickels Experimental Farm on October 10, 2013. This was not our best test, but
the video does show the action which is difficult to describe with words, still photos and diagrams.
There is no audio on this DVD, but a number of things deserve notice.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The circular shaker pattern.
The ability to move the shaking head to all parts of the tree.
The compression of the foliage in order to transmit the vibration to the fruit.
The difficulty the operator has with trying to see what he is doing.
Broken tines on the shaker.
Very little tree damage.
Many unused tine locations on the shaking head.
The use of tarps as a fruit collection system.

This experimental machine was designed as a foliage shaker to evaluate harvest parameters for a variety
of crops. The harvest head allows the stroke and frequency to be changed to suit the particular crop. It
was also designed so that some of the characteristics of the tines, which reach into the foliage could also
be changed to suit the particular crop. The notes here pertain to harvesting table olives. This machine
has allowed us to identify some important harvest parameters which should be useful for anyone who
might design a machine to harvest table olives. For the purpose of this report, we will call this machine
an experimental olive shaker (EOS).
The shaking head is mounted on a Bobcat 337G Excavator. This rubber tracked machine provides a
stable base for the shaking head as well as the control system for moving and powering the head. The
conventional boom was removed and replaced by a short telescoping boom made from four inch square
tubing telescoping inside five inch square tubing. The main lift cylinder from the standard boom was
retained to lift the telescoping boom. The control which moved the bucket on the standard boom now
is used to tip the head forward and back. The auxiliary power circuit provides the hydraulic fluid to the
hydraulic motor which now powers the shaker. I will provide more details on these later in this report.
Here it is sufficient to say that the Bobcat 337G was more than adequate for both power and control of
the EOS.
One addition that we did make to the excavator was to add 1000 pounds of counter weights to the rear
of the excavator to improve shaker control and stability when the Boom was at near maximum
extension. A word of caution here, the frame holding the counter weights is under much more stress
traveling down the highway on a low bed trailer than it is in the field. Failure to recognize this can lead
to long night in the shop.
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The telescoping boom was mounted using the same pins that were used for the original boom. It
consists of two sections of telescoping square steel tubing with a 48 inch double acting hydraulic
cylinder mounted on top to power the telescoping function. In addition to telescoping, a second
hydraulic cylinder was attached to the boom to tilt the shaking head. At one time in the development of
this EOS, a third cylinder was used to roll the Head from side to side. Field experience showed that the
roll function was not necessary and thus was not used in later trials. The tilt function was necessary for
this design in that it allowed the head to “fit” the particular tree structure.

PHOTO 1. This picture shows the EOS from the right side of the Bobcat excavator. The telescoping
boom is partially raised and partially extended. The 48” x 1” hydraulic cylinder on top of the boom
controls the telescoping function. The 24” x 1” tilt cylinder is attached near the end of the boom and is
connected to a pivot point near the top of the ”C” frame.
The shaker head is functionally a counter balanced vertical crank turning in a substantial C frame. At the
top of the crank a hydraulic motor (Ross Torqmotor MA08) powers the mechanism. A pair of bearings
at the top and bottom of the crank provide the center about which the crank turns. (This is conceptually
similar to the crank shaft in a single cylinder engine. Instead of a piston attached to a counter balanced
crank, we have a set of tines attached to the crank.) On this device, the displacement of the center of
the crank can be varied in ½ inch increments, and the displacement of the counter balances are also
variable to compensate for the weight and offset of the crank. A one inch shaft connects the top and
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bottom of the crank. A 2.5‐inch diameter steel sleeve is connected to this shaft by bearings so that the
sleeve is free to rotate independent of the internal drive shaft.

PHOTO 2. The “C” frame which holds the crank is shown here. While the “C” appears massive, it is a
weldment composed of many 1/8” steel plates. Much of the apparent mass is related to earlier versions
of this device. The entire “C” frame is substantially over designed for this application.

PHOTO 3. This photo shows the crank
mounted in the “C” frame. A bearing
mounted sleeve fits over the crank shaft and
the aluminum tine holders are loosely fitted
over the sleeve. Collars are attached to the
sleeve to maintain approximately 12”
spacing between the tine holders in use. A
number of tine holders are not being used
and simply go along for the ride.
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PHOTO 4. This photo looks up at the top of the crank. The small yellow spot marks the center of
rotation. The crank is offset in one direction, and the counter balance is offset in the other direction.
We also see the two part aluminum tine holders which clamp together to hold the tines in place. This
method of holding the tines is a maintenance nightmare and should not be duplicated on any future
machine.

Photo 5. This photo is a close‐up of the photo above.
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PHOTO 6. The bottom of the crank is identical to the top except that it is mostly covered to keep fruit
from being damaged by the mechanism.

PHOTO 7. A hydraulic motor sits on top of the “C” frame and is attached to a Lovejoy coupling, which is,
in turn, attached to the top of the crank. Two steel mounted brass bearings hold the top of the crank in
alignment.
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PHOTO 8. This photo looks up at the bottom of the crank. It is similar to the top except there is no
motor on the bottom. The bottom of the crank shaft rides on a brass plate, which is held in place by a
steel plate.

Changes Needed
Before going on with the details of the shaker, I want to spend a bit of time discussing some of the
limitations of this unit, in that I think they should drive some significant design changes. The first of
these are changes to improve operator visibility. At its shortest, the boom‐shaker system is too long.
Ideally, the boom would most efficient if it could be positioned perpendicular to the row of trees. Since
we still need to reach the top of trees and between trees, a more efficient method of telescoping is
desirable. Also, the actual head is longer than it needs to be. The C‐frame was designed for 48 inch
tines. We have been using 36‐inch tines.
The original shaker head was designed to be used on many different shrubs and trees. For olives, rows
of tines spaced 12 inches apart seem to work well. While the original design called for 12 tines in each
circle, we found that we could reduce tine breakage by changing to 6 tines per circle. This reduction
may have been too severe, and if I were to design another unit, I think I would move to eight tines per
circle.
The height of the head (5 rows of tines spaced one foot apart) seems about right to conform to the
various shapes of the trees. In very uniform trees the height might be increased.
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The greatest problem with the current design is the very short life of the tines. I will discuss this in more
detail later, but it is a problem which demands the attention of anyone who pursues this design concept.

Design Details
In our tests, we used an offset radius of either 2.5 or 3 inches, giving a rotational diameter (stroke) of 5
or 6 inches. The later tests used the 5‐inch diameter and it was as effective as the 6‐inch diameter had
been. We did not attempt to operate at a diameter of less than 5 inches, though a trial of a smaller
stroke diameter could be useful, and a lesser stroke would provide for longer tine life. The impact on
harvest efficiency is unknown.
We did experience significant problems with the crank bearings. The vibration would break the
housings that held the ball bearings. I finally replaced the bearings with brass sleeves pressed into one
inch steel plates. For intermittent use and relatively slow speeds (300 rpm) these fixed bearings were
acceptable. I believe a new design should use a larger diameter crank shaft and stronger bearing
mounts. We did not have any shaft failures, but I would still recommend a shaft at least 25% larger. Ball
bearings would seem to be more appropriate than brass sleeves. I understand that McGuire Bearing
makes bearings in forged steel carriers that should withstand the induced vibration.
Initially, all of the tines were rigidly attached to the sleeve so that if one tine turned, all of the other
tines had to turn as well. This was determined to be a cause of tine breakage and did not improve fruit
removal. Later versions of the machine allowed each ring of tines to rotate about the sleeve
independently. The tines were attached to the crank by clamping them between two aluminum plates
which had been grooved to hold the ¾ inch rods that were integral to all the tines we used. Each plate
was allowed to freely rotate about the sleeve. Each set of plates could hold as many as 12 tines. In
later tests, we used six tines in each row which reduced the amount of tine breakage and did not seem
to reduce the effectiveness of the head in removing fruit. Collars were placed at one foot intervals along
the length of the crank. These supported the tines which actually extended into the tree to remove
olives. It is the inertia of the individual tines vibrating in the foliage that causes fruit removal.
Several tine designs were used during the field trials. In all cases, the tines were about 1 1/4 inches in
diameter and 36 inches long. An 8 inch length of ¾ inch diameter steel tubing was attached to one end
of the tine to allow it to be clamped to the crank. The main structure of the tine was either a fiberglass
rod or a fiberglass tube. In each case the outside of tine was covered by rubber tubing with a wall
thickness of 1/8 inch. The different tines did not seem to effect either fruit removal or quality. The
primary issue with the tines was breakage. In almost all cases, the tine failed at the intersection
between the steel tube and the fiberglass. Our most successful tines were tines were made by using
epoxy (3M Scotch‐Weld DP 100) to join ¾ x 1 inch fiberglass tubing and the ¾ inch steel tube. Four
inches of the steel tube went inside the fiberglass tube with epoxy to hold it in place. If I were to do this
again, I would increase the length of steel inside the fiberglass tube to at least 8 inches, and perhaps
twice that much. Epoxy, or some filler is necessary to minimize any movement of the steel within the
fiberglass tube.
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In all cases, the “tree end” of the tines were terminated by super seal end cap of the type used on
underground electrical circuits. We did not experience any difficulty with damage to the “tree end” of
the tines.
The specifics of our particular C frame are not too important. It was designed for another crop
(jatropha) and even though we made significant modifications, it needs to be redesigned for harvesting
olives. The bulky design irritated the operator because he frequently could not see much of the shaking
head. This frame had an opening five feet in length, and could accommodate tines 48 inches long. We
found we could reduce tine breakage by shortening the tines to 36 inches, and this did not reduce our
ability to remove fruit from the trees. A smaller “C” frame designed to use with 36 inch tines could
improve visibility and reduce the weight of the shaking head and perhaps even eliminate the need for a
counter balance on the Bobcat.
OPERATIONAL ISSUES
Some operational issues are worthy of comment. We were not successful at moving continuously down
a row of trees. The best fruit removal was obtained by positioning the head in the various portions of
the tree and pushing the head into the foliage and then activating the vibration. After about ten
seconds, the head was repositioned in the tree and another cycle was started. This technique requires
the ability to position the head in the various portions of the tree and is enhanced if the operator can
see both the head and the tree. The telescoping boom along with the excavator’s ability to move
forward and back and also rotate addresses some of the flexibility and visibility issues. A redesigned “C”
frame could help as well. A three section telescoping boom would provide additional flexibility, and a
scissors mechanism could provide even more.
PHOTO 9. This photo shows
the shaking head pressed into
the tree compressing the
foliage. When the foliage is not
compressed, the tines remove
very little fruit. By compressing
the foliage, the vibration is
transmitted to the fruit causing
the olives to separate from the
tree. Compressing the foliage
can have the negative effect of
forcing tines into contact with
larger limbs, resulting in broken
tines.
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PHOTO 10. This photo shows the interaction between the tines and larger limbs.

PHOTO 11. Our research concentrated on fruit removal, with fruit collected on tarps. A less labor
intensive method of fruit handling would be highly desirable in a new harvest system.
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The system described here has been successful at removing as much as 90% of the table olives from
selected orchards. Because the research concentrated on fruit removal, we are not able to draw
conclusions regarding a whole harvest system. These results do suggest that an economical small
harvest system could be developed around the concept of a harvest system that could be an attachment
to a standard prime mover.
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DIAGRAM 1. This diagram shows the details of the top end of the details of the top end of the crank
system. A couple of changes have been made since this drawing was produced. The very expensive
piston hydraulic motor has been replaced with a more common gear motor. The flange mount bearings
were replaced with steel mounted brass sleeves.
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DIAGRAM 2. This is a diagram of the crank counter balance mechanism.
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DIAGRAM 3. This diagram is a cross section of the crank‐counter balance components.
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